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This invention relates to aerial vehicles and 
more particularly to steering and arresting means 
therefor. The invention is shown as applied to a seaplane and is particularly advantageous when 

is applied thereto although it is not limited thereto. 
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The seaplanes and flying boats now in common 
use have the inherent disadvantage that they are 
difficult to maneuver while on the surface of the 
water. Heretofore, no mechanism has been pro 
vided which will allow ready steering and at the 
same time retardation of the plane. An object of the present invention is to gen 
erally improve the steering of aerial vehicles. 
Another object is to provide brakes cooperating 

with the rudder for steering and retardation. 
A further object is to provide novel means for 

actuating the steering means in unison. 
With these and other objects in view, which 

may be incident to my improvements, the inven 
tion consists in the parts and combination to be 
hereinafter set forth and claimed, with the under 
standing that the several necessary elements com 
prising my invention may be varied in construc 
tion, proportions and arrangement without de 
parting from the spirit and scope of the appended 
claims. In accordance with the present invention there 
is provided means adapted to coact directly in 
unison with the rudder of an airship having a 
water sustaining member for greatly facilitating 
the steering of a seaplane on the surface of the 
water together with retarding the speed of the 
plane with respect to the water. It is to be under 
stood, of course, that this invention is applicable 
to both the seaplane and flying boat types of air 
ships. · · · 

In order to make my invention more clearly 
understood, I have shown in the accompanying 
drawings, means for carrying the same into prac 
tical effect without limiting the improvements in 
their useful applications to the particular con 
structions which, for the purpose of explanation, 
have been made the subject of illustration. 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a seaplane in 
which the improvement is embodied, 

Figure 2 is a perspective view of the cooperating 
mechanism, ". . . . Figure 3 is an enlarged view taken along line 
3-3 of Figure 2, 

Figure 4 is a view taken along line 4-4 of Pig 
.,3 re?? Figure 5 is a cross section view along line - 

of Figure 4, W Figure 6 is a view showing the yoke connection 
for the water brakes, and 

(244-2) 
Figure 7 is a view taken along line T-T of Fig 

ure 6. Referring to Figure 1 there is shown a conven 
tional seaplane having the usual elements of 
structure including the fuselage , sustenation 
surfaces. 2, empennage 3, propelling mechanism 4, 
and an air rudder 5. Associated with the plane 
are the twin floats or pontoons 6, of any suitable 
structure, preferably of a light weight alloy of 
low corrodability and high tensile strength, such 
for example, as alloy dural. The pontoons, are 
preferably of the hollow V-bow type to present 
good freeboard and a good cruising bow. As 
shown the pontoons are equipped with one step 
da, but, of course, it is to be understood that any 
number of steps may be employed. 
The pontoons may be attached to the fuselage 

of the seaplane directly or, when the invention 
is applied to a biplane, through the intermediacy 
of sustaining or lifting surfaces. As shown the 
attaching mechanism may comprise the conven 
tional pontoon struts 7, 8 and 9, although it is 
to be understood that any type of attachment 
may be employed to suitably insure against hog 
ging and Sagging effects. Interfloat struts may 
also be used to minimize racking effects. As will 
hereinafter appear, in steering a seaplane by the 
present invention on the Water torsional stresses 
are set up when the water brake is applied on 
one side only of the longitudinal axis of the plane 
and it is therefore preferable to provide addi 
tional bracing between the fuselage and the pon 

When practicing the invention each pontoon, 
when twin pontoons are employed, is provided 
with a water. brake O, The water brake is slid 
ably mounted in a suitable housing formed by 
the longitudinal members if and 2 suitably at 
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tached to lateral framing members or ribs 3, 
f 4, IS, and ! , within the pontoon 6. The mem 
bers and 2, as shown in Figure 1, are so con 
structed within the float so as to take up or dis 
tribute the thrusts incident to the retarding op 
eration. The member does not, however, ex 
tend the entire longitudinal distance of the float 
but is so constructed, as shown in Figure 1, as to 
receive the bell crank lever attached to the wa 

hereinafter appear. 
The water brake C is capable of vertical nove 

ment. in the housing or well formed by the lon 
gitudinal members and 2. The element is so 
adapted as to be in an inoperative position and 
out of contact with the water, or to be lowered 
into the water to present a relatively large con 
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ter brake, the purpose of which will more fully 
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tact area and to thereby increase the resistance 
to movement of the pontoon through the water. 

Associated with the water brake 0 is a suit 
able mechanism for operating the air rudder 5 
in unison, if desired with the water brakes 0, 
or operating the water brakes independently of 
the air rudder. As shown, a pedal is suitably 
attached to a rudder rock shaft B. Positioned 
on the rudder rock shaft f is a crank. sup 
porting a clevis 20. Suitable linkage or a cable 
2 connects the rudder 5, as at a, with the foot 
pedal for operating the rudder while the plane is in flight. 

Loosely mounted on the rudder rock shaft 
and adjacent the rudder control is another pedal 
22 for actuating both the water brakes and the 
rudder in undsOn. The loosely mounted sleeve 
22a of this pedal is provided with an aperture 23 
adapted to engage a suitable pin on the rock 
shaft 8. This arrangement permits of free con 
trol of the rudder mechanism while the plane is 
in flight, and also by suitably constructing the 
aperture 28, allows the cooperative operation of 
both the air rudder and the water brake for 
steering and retarding the plane while on the 
water. - 

Connected to the lower part of the pedal 22 
is a clevis 24 suitably attached to a water brake 
shaft 26 by suitable linkage such as a cable 2. 
The cable 25 is provided with a slip connection 
2 adapted to engage a suitable bolt or pin a 
On the crank 2E which is attached to the water 
brake shaft 26. The slip connection provided in 
the cable 25 will permit counter-clockwise rota 
tion of the shaft 2 without affecting the tech 
anism controlling the air rudder, the purpose 
of which will hereinafter appear. 
The crank 2 is suitably positioned on the water 

brake shaft 2 and supports a clevis U. Stiftable 
linkage, such as a cable - and puleys 3 f, con 
nects the water brake shaft 2 with the water 
brake to by means of another clevis 2 positioned 
on a bell crank lever SS, suitably attached to the 
water brake f. A spring 4 for exerting the nec 
essary tension to return the water brake fter 
it is applied, is attached to the bell crank and 
rigidly fastened, as at a, in the housing formed 
by the member f. The connections described 
between the foot pedals, Water brakes and air 
rudder are, of course, only typical of any suitable 
type of mechanison whereby the air rudder may 
be actuated alone in the air or cooperatively with 
the water brakes while the ship is on the surface 
of the water. 
As shown in Figure 2, a suitable mechanisia is 

provided for applying the two brakes simultaae 
ously without cooperating with the air rudder 
5. A rigid yoke 5 is attached to the water brake 
shaft 26 through suitable cranks it. The two 
legs 37 of the yoke are provided each with a 
suitable slip connection to allow bolts, or any 
projection a on the cranks 8, to be freely 
moved when the foot pedal 22 rotates the water 
brake shaft 2 in a counter clockwise direction. 
The yoke is connected to a lever 8 by a guitable 
linkage, such as a cable 4), and a clevis , which 
arrangement permits the water brakes to be 
actuated independently of the air rudder U. 

Figure 1, shows the water brake positioned 
substantially to the rear of the center of gravity 
of the plane which is, of course, preferable to ob 
viate the dangers of nosing over when the brakes 
are applied. Positioning the water brakes so, adds 
the further advantage of causing the ship to set 
tle at the stern when the brakes are applied 
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The device described is adapted to subserve a 
number of useful functions especially when ap 
plied to seaplanes. As is known, twin float types 
of planes are more difficult to maneuver than the 
single hull type and also single screw flying 
boats or seaplanes generally turn easier in one 
direction than in the other due to the slip stream 
effects. The present invention provides a supple 
mentary method of steering the plane on the 
water which is used in a cooperative relationship 
with the rudder. It will be appreciated that if 
one only of the water brakes O is operated to 
engage the Water and the rudder is rotated in 
unison therewith, the plane will turn on that 
pontoon as an axis. 
: Such usage of one of the brakes and the rudder 
can also be utilized to compensate for the slug 
gish turning in one direction of a single screw 
ship. Using One of the brakes and the rudder 
in this manner for steering sets up torsional 
stresses due to the different relative speeds of 
the pontoons and, to compensate for this, it is 
preferable to provide suitable additional bracing 
between the pontoons and the fuselage. . . 
The present invention also provides for the use 

of the brakes simultaneously to effectively re 
tard the speed of the plane through the water by 
merely actuating the lever 3. Actuation of the 
lever 39 in this instance does not affect the steer 
ing mechanism comprising the cooperating water 
brakes and the rudder in view of the slip connec 
tion 27, which allows the bolts or suitable pro 
jections 2a on the cranks 2a to slide into the 
grooving 27 provided in the slip connection. 
While I have shown and described the pre 

ferred embodiment of my invention, I wish it to 
be understood that I do not confine myself to 
the precise details of construction herein set 
forth by way of illustration, as it is apparent that 
many changes and variations may be made there 
in, by those skilled in the art without departing 
from the spirit of the invention, or exceeding 
the scope of the appended claims. 
I claim: 
1. In an aerial vehicle, a rudder, laterally 

spaced brakes operable independently of each 
other, control means operable about an ads re 
note from the rudder axis and for controlling 
the rudder, other means operable about a different 
axis for controlling the brakes, and means for 
operating said rudder control means independent 
ly of the brake control means, separate means 
for operating the said brake control means inde 
pendently of said rudder control means, and sep 
arate means for operating both of sald control 
means conjointly, said control means, operable 
means, operating means and both separate means 
being adjacent one another and remote from said 
rudder and brakes, 
2. In an aerial vehicle, a fuselage, a rudder, a 

pair of supporting members, a pair of brakes one 
associated with each supporting member, a pair 
of pedals, connections from both of said pedals 
to the rudder, a second pair of pedals pivoted in 
dependently of said first named pedals, Connec 
tons from each of said last named pedals to one 
of the brakes, and means operated by actuation 
of each of said last named pedals about its pivot 
for operating said rudder connections. 

3. The combination set forth in claim 2 in 
which the first named pedals are ineffective to operate the brakes. 

4. The combination set forth in claim 2 in 
which the aerial vehicle is provided with means 
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2,000,515 
for operating both of said brakes conjointly com 
prising a hand lever connected thereto. 

5. In an aerial vehicle, a rudder, laterally 
spaced brakes operable independently of each 
other, control means operable about an axis re 
mote from the rudder axis for controlling the 
rudder, other control means operable about a dif 
ferent axis for controlling the brakes, means for 
operating said rudder control means, separate 
means for operating said brake control means in 
dependently, and separate means for operating 
said rudder control means and Said brake control 
means conjointly, both of said control means, op 
erating means and both of said separate means 
being adjacent one another and remote from said 
rudder and brakes. 

6. In an aerial vehicle, a rudder, laterally 
spaced brakes operable independently of each 
other, control means operable about an axis re 
note from the rudder axis for controlling the 
rudder, other control means operable about a dif 

3 
ferent axis for controlling the brakes, foot pedal 
means for operating said rudder control means, 
separate means for operating said brake control 
means independently, and separate foot pedal 
means for operating Said rudder control means 
and said brake control means conjointly both of 
said control means, said Operable means, both 
foot pedal means and separate means being ad 
jacent one another and remote from said rudder 
and brakes. 

7. In an aerial vehicle, a rudder, laterally 
spaced brakes operable independently of each 
other, cross shafts for controlling the rudder, ad 
ditional cross shafts for controlling the brakes, 
foot pedal means for operating said rudder cross 
shafts, a lever for Operating Said brake cross 
shafts independently of said rudder cross shafts, 
and foot pedals for Operating said rudder cross 
shafts and Said brake cross Shafts conjointly, 
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